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Large and beautiful color illustrations on every page of this book&#151;one in a brand-new

four-volume series&#151;will appeal especially to early grades boys and girls. Kids will also love

having the simply written descriptive text read to them as they gaze at the charming

pictures&#151;and as they get just a little older, theyâ€™ll be able to read the text by themselves!

Both words and pictures evoke the moods and activities of autumn, and the illustrations show

children at seasonal play
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How It Works

Age Range: 3 - 6 years

Grade Level: Preschool - 1

Overall this book is intended to be interactive. The pages expect the child to answer questions,

name objects, and think about what might help a situation. Therefore this is not a story book but an

educational book. Parents should be engaging with the child as the book is read together. The book

also includes a number of craft projects including making fruit compote, a paper bird/airplane. and a

bat. There is also a guide for parents on how to engage with their child on the topics covered in the

book: day length changing, harvesting foods, animals preparing for winter, migration, fall

festivals/songs, and the characteristics of summer.Overall, I liked the summer book better. I felt the

craft projects in the this book did not link as well with the material, the focus on festivals and songs



seemed almost a cop-put compared to the amount of material in the previous book... I just felt it

could have been a better.In my opinion, the best way to use this book is to read one section of the

book at a time... then build on the topic presented with other resources like adding in a fictional

story, a science book, poetry, crafts/projects, going on exploratory walks, outings, etc. In this way,

you can use the book as a great springboard at the start of fall in order to jump into the season and

set up fun things to do together as a family over weekends - such a practice will benefit your child's

eduction and character as well as solidify family ties You can develop a number of fun fall-themed

lesson plans to keep your child learning and practicing skills at home (and perhaps provide more

interesting topics than what is being covered at school).
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